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Protein deprivation and food-related
risk-taking preferences of rhesus monkeys
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The relative preferences of four rhesus monkeys for reward probability versus reward amount
when they were maintained on a low-protein (3.36%) diet were compared with those demon
strated when they were fed an adequate (13.4%) protein diet. Four stimulus objects, each sig
nifying a different combination of reward frequency and amount (100%-one piece, 60%-2 pieces,
33%-three pieces, or 26%-four pieces), were presented in pairs, one pair per daily session, with
trial schedules providing the same amount of reward within each set of 12 trials. Selections of
the more frequently rewarded objects, but with lesser amounts per trial, were significantly
higher during the low-protein phase than during either the preceding or the following normal
diet phases. Protein deprivation produces a changed motivational state making these animals
less tolerant of infrequent or postponed reinforcement.

Hungry animals scurry and scrounge for food.
They rapidly learn to associate food with objects
that signify its presence or location. They can also
identify and repeatedly select which of two stimuli
is the more likely to be accompanied by reward.
When rhesus monkeys are confronted by and re
spond to discriminably different stimuli that are
rewarded with different probabilities, they always
opt for the more frequently rewarded object, the
one that yields the greater amount over the long
run (Meyer, 1960; Treichler, 1967; Treichler, Conner,
& Ricciardi, 1970). Furthermore, when offered a
choice between stimuli that signify different incen
tive amounts, they prefer the object associated with
the greater amount per trial (Meyer, 1951; Meyer,
LoPopolo, & Singh, 1966). When these two reward
conditions are placed in opposition, so that the same
total amount of reward will be obtained from either
object over the long run (increased probability off
set by decreased amount and vice versa), the mon
keys tend to select the more frequently rewarded
object with the lesser amount (MFLA), or else they
allocate their responses indiscriminately between
the two objects. They do not adopt a sustained pref
erence for the stimulus signifying the less frequent
but more amount (LFMA) of reward per trial (Behar,
1961).

The question of whether these preferences are
dependent on a physiologically induced motiva
tional state (specifically, one related to diet ade-
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quacy) arises. Would preferences be affected if the
animals were deprived of some critical component
of their diet, with or without a change in body weight?
If the monkey were placed in a perturbed physio
logical state, would its preference for amount or
relative frequency of food reward change?

We have shown previously that protein restric
tion drastically changes the preference of rhesus
monkeys :among various kinds of foods, making
items that normally would be rejected out of hand
acceptable (Hill & Riopelle, 1975). Similarly,
Zimmermann and Strobel (1969) have reported that
the visual curiosity, a form of adventurousness,
of protein-deprived monkeys is substantially re
duced, and Zimmermann (1969) has found that de
prived monkeys thus suppress their usual curiosity
evoked stimulus preferences and that this suppres
sion results in improved discrimination performance.

The purpose of our present study was to deter
mine the effects of protein deprivation upon the
development of preference patterns for relative fre
quencyand amount of food.

METHOD

Subjects
Four test-wise rhesus monkeys, Macaca mulatta, served as

subjects. They had acquired considerable experience with
discrimination-learning tasks of several kinds, including learn
ing sets. There were two males and two females, between 4 and
5 years of age.

Apparatus
Test problems were presented in a modified Wisconsin Gen

eral Test Apparatus having a: sliding stimulus tray and a verti
cal opaque screen that concealed the tray from the subject be
tween trials. Four three-dimensional stimulus objects, different
in both shape and color. were employed throughout. Each ob
ject was arbitrarily assigned one of the following combinations
of reward frequency and amount: 100070 with one unit (lOOx I),
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DISCUSSION

Table I
Percentage of More Frequent Less Amount Selections During

Phases A, B, and C, Together With Differences
and Their Significance

1 75.0 88.8 13.0 72.0 16.0
2 60.0 75.0 15.0 58.0 17.0
3 65.5 80.0 14.5 61.0 19.0
4 69.5 80.0 11.5 74.0 6.0
Group Mean 67.5 80.0 13.3t 66.3 14.5*

Note- There were 576 trials/subject in Phase A and 1,152 trials/
subject in Phases B and C. For all individual subject differences,
p < .001. *p < .01. tp < .001.

If the animals had no strong stimulus preference
(mostly during Phases A and C), they adopted a
position habit. Position habits, defined as responses
to the left or the right foodwell on 75010 or more of
the trials per half-session regardless of the object
covering it, developed when MFLA selections were
weak and near 50010. Over all three phases, 36010
of the no-preference-level choices were accompanied
by position habits.

Phase Phase B - A Phase B - C
A B Difference C DifferenceSubject

These data clearly establish that rhesus monkeys,
when transferred from an adequate to a low-protein
diet, increase their preference for the reward that
appears more frequently in opposition to the less
frequent one although the latter provides the greater
amount. This low-protein-induced effect was evi
dent in all four subjects. There would seem to be
little doubt but that protein deprivation increases
the need for more continuous and consistent food
intake rather than for the larger, although less prob
able, rewards.

These data and those reported earlier by
Zimmermann and his colleagues (Zimmermann,
1969; Zimmermann, Geist, Strobel, & Cleveland,
1974; Zimmermann & Strobel, 1969) and ourselves
(Hill & Riopelle, 1975) support the view that, in
the discrimination situation, a major effect of pro
tein deprivation is a motivational change such that
animals develop an inability to tolerate infrequent
rewards, even though such rewards may be larger.
The immediacy of food and its presence here and
now become strong factors in guiding food-related
behavior.

Throughout this study, near-chance MFLA selec
tions were accompanied by position habits. When
fed a normal protein diet, our animals were cog
nizant of the several reward alternatives associated
with each object pair and were quite willing to em
ploy the position habit as one means to obtaining
the same overall amount of food. At the same time,

Procedure
The experiment was conducted in three phases (A, B, and C).

The animals were fed a low-protein diet during Phase B. Similar
testing procedures were employed throughout, with variations
occurring only in number of trials per daily session and in the
pattern of preliminary training. In each phase, six discrimina
tion tasks were presented consecutively, one per session, for 96
trials each (48 trials in Phase A), and then the series was repeated.
Each task involved two of the four objects, and their appropri
ate reward characteristics were applied through several restricted
random series that provided the same total amount of food within
each block of 12 trials, regardless of which object was consis
tently selected. These object pairs produced the following re
ward ratios: lOOxl vs. 25x4=4:1; lOOxl vs. 33x3=3:1;
lOOxl vs. 50x2=2:1; 50x2 vs. 25x4=2:1; 50x2 vs. 33x3
=3:2; 33 x3 vs. 25 x4=4:3.

A unit of reward was a piece of commercial dry breakfast
cereal, containing about 7010 of the calories as protein, 85010 as
carbohydrates, and 8010 as fat. The noncorrection method was
employed. Several semirandom series of numbers were used to
regulate the trial-by-trial locations of the objects on the tray
and to designate the various reward characteristics.

Before each daily session, preliminary exposure to the two
objects for that task was provided to acquaint the monkey with
the particular reward frequencies and amounts associated with
each object. The details of this training differed slightly during
the three phases. During Phase A, each object was presented
by itself for 12 trials, during which the monkey could note the
frequency and amount of reward. During Phases B and C, there
were 16 trials with each object-the first 4 trials were all baited
with the appropriate amount of food and the final 12 trials were
baited in accordance with the appropriate probabilities as well
as the amounts. The point of this preliminary training was to
acquaint the animals with the consequences of selecting the dif
ferent stimuli. The monkeys, therefore, did not have to learn
these outcomes during testing; they had only to express their
preferences.

At least 2 weeks before beginning Phase B, all subjects were
placed on a low-protein (3.35010) diet (Riopelle, Hill, Li, Wolf,
& Seibold, 1974) that was isocaloric with their previous diet.
They remained on this diet until the end of Phase B, at which
time the monkeys were returned to their normal diet, contain
ing 13.4010 protein. At least 2 weeks then elapsed before Phase C
was begun. During the approximately 6 weeks from the end of
Phase A to the end of Phase B, the deprived animals continued
to eat their daily rations normally, and no dramatic weight losses
were observed. Furthermore, we saw no marked difference in
their testing behavior in the apparatus.

50010 with two units (50 x 2), 33010 with three units (33 x 3), and
25010 with four units (25 x 4).

RESULTS

Protein deprivation enhances selection of the
more frequently rewarded object. The percentage
of MFLA selections over all object pairs was signif
icantly higher during the low-protein phase (80.8010)
than during either the preceding (67.5010) or the fol
lowing (66.3010) normal-protein phase (see Table 1).
Every animal increased its MFLA selections during
Phase B (deprivation) and reduced them again dur
ing Phase C (repletion). Among the six object pairs,
only the one with the lowest reward ratio (33 x 3:
25 x4) produced an MFLA selection (68010) below
75010.
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they also employed a strategy of shifting their selec
tions between the two objects regardless of tray side.
indicating that they were unable to decide which
of the two solutions was preferable.
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